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The Biokovo Code Set to Shock Worldwide Audiences

WASHINGTON - March 21, 2024 - PRLog -- Just in time for International Women's Month, Author
Eugene Tossany published her fourth book, titled The Biokovo Code. Written as a three-part series, The
Biokovo Code is now available on Amazon.com in Kindle, paperback, and hardcover formats. This
exhilarating speculative fiction is geared toward millennials, generation X, and conspiracy theorists who
find and champion worthy global activism causes.

The Biokovo Code is the culmination of twelve years' worth of research, coordination with sheriff's offices,
non-profit organizations, child rescue task forces, and extensive exploration into ancient texts, bolstering its
potential appeal as an international thriller. After delving into the reality of human trafficking involving
children, Eugene also wanted to produce a work that would bring attention to and encourage readers to
understand a dark subject the media often refuses to cover. According to human trafficking expert Terry
Coonan:

Human trafficking is a multi-billion-dollar growth industry because, unlike drugs, which are gone as soon
as they are used, humans can be recycled. Because they can continue to be exploited, they're a better
investment for traffickers.

But why does it continue? What cabal-like power(s) continue to allow it to happen? These are queries The
Biokovo Code poses to readers in the context of speculative fiction. This is Eugene Tossany's second book
series. Eugene's first book series, The Down Syndrome Superhero (1-3) was about encoded DNA hiding
within the 21st chromosome; the only science fiction saga featuring a Down Syndrome female protagonist.
For more information about The Biokovo Code please visit https://jet2020llc.com or email Jet Heikki at
jet2020llc@gmail.com. #End
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